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Abstract. A theory of infinitc linear systems and their solutions is developed. 
FM any commutative semlrng families of formal power series are introdurt:d, which are 
generalizations of the one counter languages. These families are characterized in two ways: 
ci) by solutions of infinite linear systems with a certain periodic structure; 
III) by solutions of finite algebraic systems with a certain form given by matrix equations. 
1. Infinite matrices and infinite linear systems 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic definitions concerning 
formal grammars and languages as stated in Berstei [l] and formal power series 
as stated in Salomaa, Soittola [8]. Additional definitions will be given whenever 
needed. 
Let ~4 be a semiring, N be the semiring of nonnegative integers and 2 be an 
alphabet. 
Then an ir$rzite matrix M is defined to be a mapping 
The collection of all infinite matrices is denoted by (A((E*)))‘*“. 
An irrfiuife rector P is defined to be a mapping 
P : % + A ((Z*)}. 
Since we are using infinite column vectors only, we denote the collection of all 
in tinite vectors by (A ((,V” )))4’x I. 
The elements of M and P are denoted by M,, and P,, respectively. If we partition 
A# or P into finite blocks, we denote them by MC, i> and P(i), respectively. 
An infinite matrix M is called TOW finhe ~cofumn finite) iff for each i 3 0 (j 2 0) 
there exists a r(i) 2 0 (c(i) 2 0) such that Mii = 0 for j Z= r(i) (i 2 c(i)j. 
An irzfinife matrik M is in Jucobi form iff it is possible to partition n/r into blocks 
,z/r(i,j), ,,jaO, such that M(i,/) =0 for /i--ii> 1. It is easily seen that an infinite 
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mat--ix M is row- and column finite iff it is in Jacobi form. The dimension of M(0, 0) 
may be chosen arbitrarily. 
The collection of all infinite matrices in Jacobi form, i.e. the collection of all 
infinite row- and column finite matrices is denoted by (A((E*)))~xN. 
Sum and product of infinite matrices and infinite vectors are defined as usual. 
Given two infinite matrices Ml and I&, the sum Mr +A42 is well defined without 
restriction, while the product is well defined at least when Mr is row finite or IM2 
is column finite. Hence (A((Z*)))~xN is a semiring. 
Similar considerations are valid for sums of infinite vectors and products between 
infinite matrices and infinite vectors. 
If infinite matrices or infinite vectors are partitioned into finite blocks with suitable 
dimensions, then sum and product can be defined in terms of these blocks in the 
usual manner. 
Given an infinite row- or column finite matrix M, we define the powers Mk, 
ka0, byM’= IE, the infinite matrix of unity, and n4”” = MkM = MMk, k 2 0. 
We define the quasi4nuerse of A4, when it exists, to be the infinite matrix M’ = 
limk,, I,!, M’, the limit taken componeutwise. 
An infinite matrix is called nilpotent iff there exists a n a 1 such that M” = 0, the 
infinite zero matrix. 
An infinite linear system is defined to be of the form 
Y = P+MY, (1) 
where Y is a column vector of variables, P E (A{(~*)))~” is column finite and 
M E (A({~“)))~xN. 
It is called cycle-free, iff M = MO +M,, MO = (M, P k is nilpotent and MI is 
quasiregular. 
A column vector S E (A((~*)))“.” ’ is called sollctiort of ( 1) if S = P + MS. 
Let Sk E (A((,Y*)))Nx’, k :s 3, be a sequence defined by 
&=O, Sk+‘= P+h&, k 20. 
If the sequence (2) converges tc SE (A((yV*)))“‘, then S is relerred to as srtorrg 
solictiort of ( 1). 
A finite matrix Q E (A((Z*)b)“‘h”* may be looked at as an infinite matrix M with 
blocks M(0, 0) = Q and M(i:j) = 0, (i, j) f (0, 01, with suitable finite dimensions. 
Hence all definitions and results are valid for finite matrices and finite linear systems, 
t00. 
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(ii) S&=(IE+M~+)P+M~S~_~+MOM~S~_~+...+M~-’M~S~-~~~~~~~+~, 
and S = Iim & 4LD Sk exist.% 
Prcof. The proofs are by induction on k. 
(i) So=O,Sr=Pandfork~n-1 
S &+I =P+kfo(h +Mo+- 8 l +M;-1)P+M,,M&I 
+a * l + M:-‘MIS, +M& 
(ii) By (i) 
S,=(IE+M~+*.~~-M~-.‘)P+M~S,-,+*.*+M;~-~M~S~. 
Hence 
S n+,=P+Mo(~~+Mo+)P+McM,S,-l+o.~+M;;-’M,SI+~~lS,, 
and 
S&+,=P+Mo(I~+Mo+)P+MoM1Sr(-,+“‘+Mo”-’AdlS~-,+I 
+M;fM,Sk-, +M& 
=(IE +bf;)P+M,SI, +* n *+M;--lb!,&,+~. 
The next claim is that &(S{k +I )n+j) = & (St& +I)?$ ) for k 3 0, j 2 0. The proof is by 
mduction on k. 
(a) Ro(S,,+,) = (IF + Ado’ )Ro(P) = Ro(S,) for i 3 0. 
tb) For k >. 0, 
&(S,wn+r )=(I8 +Mn+)RI,(P)+Rk(Rk(M,)Rk(S~i(+l,r,-tj-1) 
+* . .-cMc:-‘Rk(M~)R~(s~n+j)) 
= (IF +A& )R,iW)+ Rk(Rk(MI)R~-,(S~k+,)n+,-l j 
f.. . + M; -‘Rk(M1)R~-~(Skn-rl)), 
since A& is quasiregular. 
By induction hypothesis this equals 
Hence limk -* X Sk = S exists. Z 
CoroUary 1. Let M = MO+ MI E (A((T*)))~xp”, MO = (M, E)F nilporelzt arzd MI 
qunsireglriar. Then 121 c is well-defined. 
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Proof. Let Sk E (A((2C*)))“““, k 3 0, be the sequence defined by So = 0, Sk+ t = 
M +M&, k z= 0. Then Sk = c:= l M’ and the convergence of Sk, k + 00, is shown by 
Lemma 1. 0 
The next lemma is similar to Theorem IV.6 1 of Salomaa, Soittola [8]. 
Lemma 2. Every ::trong solution S is also a solution. Strong solutions (when they 
exist) are unique. Every cycle-free infinite hear system has a strong solution. 
Proof. The second sentence follows by definition. To prove the first sentence. 
assume that we are dealing with an infinite linear system (1) s\lch that (2) converges. 
This implies that for any k 2 0 there exists an integer 111 (k) such that Rk CS,,,, )+ 1,) = 
RdSmd h 20. 
Hence RI, (P + MS,,& = Rk (S,,,(k )-( I ) = R&,,&, k 3 0, which implies that S is 
solution of (I). 
To prove the third sentence, assume that we are dlraling with an infinite linrtar 
system (l), such that 122 = M. + Ml, ! ‘O = (M, de and Ml is quasiregular, and for 
some rz>l, M ;; = 0. Then by Lemma 1 the sequenct (2) is convergent and the 
strong solution exists. 2 
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Proof. Let Mi = 0 for some it z 1. Then 
=. . .= P+MoP+n. .+M;;-‘P+M;;S+M;;-‘MIS+~. -+MIS 
= (IF + M; )P + (I& + M; )M,S. 
T\e solution S is unique, since (IE + Mi )MI is quasiregular. Iz?i 
Corollary 3. The cycle-free infinite linear system Y = P + MY has unique solution 
S = (I& +M*)P. 
Cycle-free infinite linear systems and their solutions are now interpreted in terms 
of locally finite infinite graphs. 
Consider the free monoid (IQ x N)* with unit element A generated by N x N. Given 
a cycle-free infinite matrix M E (A((X*)))~wb, let tt’~ : (N x IV)* -*A((~*)) be the 
homomorphism defined by H*M (u, m 1 = M,,,. Then GM is the graph with vertex set 
N and set of edges EM = (()I, m)] b-v&, rn) f 0). 
An element In, m(,)(n 1, m 1) . . . (n,, m ) E (N x N)* is called a path of length i, i 2 1, 
fromn tonr iff ~rt,=~r,+lrOdjSC--l, )(‘M(ni,m,)#O,O~j~i,no=r;,mi=m. 
The unit element A is the path of length 0. 
Let A, be the subsemiring of A generated by the element 1. Let ,t%z, m) E 
A ,(QN x IQ)*>) be the sum of paths from n to m of length i 2 1, and define A’)@, n > = A, 
.I”(N, UI 1 = 0, 11 f III. Let .i*(n, m) = ~~z,, .l’(n, m). Then 
and 
l”‘(n. m) = 1 .t’(n, r) l’(r, m) 
I e =\r 
Hence if S is the solution of I’ = P-t-&W, then 
A vertex IFI of G.,, is called firzal vertex iff P,,, f 0. 
Hence the component S,, of the solution S is I,, w.~(A*(~z, m ))P,, where the sum 
is taken for all final vertices 01 only. 
A vertex jr of G \f is called ~st+ss it-l .1’(0, II ) = 0 or .l*(rl, m ) = 0 for all final 
\ tlrtices 01. 
)Ience if we delete useless vertices of Gb, or equivnlently delete the rzth row and 
column of AI, if II is a useless vertex, then the first component of the solution S 
remains unchanged. 
The interpretation of cycle-frze infinite linear systems in terms of locally finite 
infinite graphs is very illustrative in the case that we deal with the Boolean semiring 
$3 = (0, 1) (see also Kuich [4,S]) or with N. 
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2. Operations on infinite linear systems 
For the sequel let A be a commutative semiring and C, 11, & be alphabets. 
According to Salomaa, Soittola [8, p. 681, a representation p : XT + (A((~~)))““” 
is called regulated iff there exists a n 2 1 such that the matrices pw, w E XT, Iwl an 
are quasiregular. 
Lemma 3. Yet p :Zf + (A{(2Z,*)))““” be a represen tatim Then ~1 is regulated if 
Cxczl (q, E)X is nilpotent. 
Proof. Lemma 3 is implied by (cXcE. (~~,~)~)“=Oiff(~w,~)=Ofor~w~~n,n~l, 
since 
Lemma 4. Let p 2;” + (A((2C~))j”“” be a regulated representation. 
Then there exists a n 3 1 such that 
Proof, By Lemma 3 there exists a n 2 1 such that (xAEr, (p.~, Eix )’ = 0. 
Weclaim(~w,V)=Ofortw]~n(lul.tl),uE~~,WEyr~ andshowitbyinduction 
on the length of u. 
G) Let r2 = E and 1 w I Z= n. Then Lemma 3 implies (pw, c ) = 0. 
(ii) L,et l+Oand I+n(~u~+ 1). Factorize H* into w = ~‘l\~:,It~‘l(dllI~‘I, Iw! =N. 
Then (pw, v) = &,ZLU &I, Q)(PW, ~1). 
By induction hypothesis (pwI, tlI)#O and (~wz, t!~)fO imply !~l<Nic~i+ 1) 
and / w2I < n (1u-J -t 1). Since I wzl = n the second inequality yields 1~121 >O. Hence 
’ = UlU1, implies l~~+~+l and the first inequality implies Iwll<&l. Hence 
c:w,V)=Ofo*I~~~IPn(lVI+l). cl 
Lemma 5. Let p :,ET + (A((S~)))“‘*“’ be a regulated represtv t *1 t&w I 
Then p can be’extcnded to semiring hom.m~rphisrns 
(i) ,u : A((E~ 1 -+ (A((Xf)))n’u”’ b> 
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Proof. We claim that ps =xwEI: (s, w)pw is well-defined 
(1 XEXl (CL% EM” =Oforsomen~landletk~O.Then 
lc?l 
for s E A((ZT )). Let 
=& z (s, W) c (W’, V)V 
Wdl: VEEf 
lvkk 
by Lemma 4. Since all sums are finite, ps is well-defined. 
The proof of Lemma 5 is now straightforward (see Salomaa, Soittola [S, pp. 13, 
141). 
It is useful to extend the definition of a regulated representation k : Ef + 
vM~%““” to finite column vectors by 
(pP)(i)=p(Pi), 1 d i s I, PE (A((iE~)})‘“‘, APE (A({~~)))‘“““. 
Corollary 4. Let p :X7 + (A((~~)})““” be a regulated representation and let P, P1, 
Pz E (A((Z:)))"', ME (A((X’:)))‘*‘. 
ThtVl 
p (PI + P*) = pP* + r_cPz arrd p (MP) = (pM)(pP). 
For the sequel let e, e, be finite row vectors (E, 0, . . . , 0) of suitable dimensions, 
0 : 
/ ; 
= 0 a finite column vector 
and let 
be finite column vectors of suitable dimensions. 
A mapping cA((Z~))-+A((2Cf)) is called a regulated transduction ifi rs = 
(s, F jr0 + e (ps jf where ro E A((2$ )) and p : ET + (A((2 ~}))“‘“, m 3 2, is a regulated 
representation. 
In the sequel we will use the following notation: If A4 E (A((Z*)))~“” with 
blocks MC, j), i, j 3 0, then M’“‘li, jj, i, j L 0, n 3 0, are the blocks of M” of the 
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same dimension. To simplify proofs, we define M(--I , 0) = 0, MO, -1) = 0 and 
A@“‘(-1, 0) = 0, AP(0, - 1) = 0 for any infinite matrix M. 
Theorem 2. Let T :A((~;“))+A{(~,*)))) he a regulated transduction 7s = 
(s, E )ro + e(ps)f, Let Y = P + MY be a cycle-free infinite linear system with ldniqlde 
sohtiorz S, where M E (A((X~)))~“‘“, P S E (A{(CT)))” I, Let s be the first co?tlponerlt 
op. 
Then there exists a cycle-free infinite linear system Z = PI +4&Z with iutique 
solutiorz T, where MI E (A((E,*}})~“, PI, T E (A((Tf)))‘” ‘, srrclr that tk first CCW- 
ponerzt of T equals rs. 
Proof. We dethe for i, j 3 0 P 
: 
i 
0 (s, F )ro 4, 
M,(i, i) = 0 0 0 ’ p (MC,, 1 i)), 
We first show that (Ml, c) is nilpotcnt. 
Ct’e claim that 
\, El. (S(iUj ’ 
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by Lemma 5, Corollary 4 and the condition that S is solution of Y = P +A4Y, i.e. 
c ;I,_1 M(i, k)S(k) +P(i) = S(i). cl 
fn the construction of Ml of Theorem 2 we could define Ml&j) = &‘i/r(z’, jj), 
i,ja 1, PJi)=&P(i))f, T(i)=p(S(i))f, i 3 1, k&{O,O), P,(O), T(0) as ir Theorem 
2, wit!lout changing the result. But in Lemma 6 we will need the original con- 
struction. 
If rtj= 0, then the vertices corresponding to the second row and column are 
uselcs~,. This yields the next corollary. 
Cor4k~ 5. Let r :A((,‘;‘))-, A(@:)) be a regulated transduction 7s = e(ps)f, i.e. 
~(e 1 = 0. Let Y = P + MY be a cycle-free infinite linear system with unique solution 
S, ~/rose first component is s. 
Tktett the first component of the solution of thP cycle-free infinite linear system 
Z = PI +p(ME, PI(i) = p(P(i))f. i 20, equals TS. 
The next theorem is similar to Theorem 11.1.4 of Salomaa, Soittola [S] in the 
finIt: case. 
%e give an intuitive description of the construction of lM1 in the next theorem 
in terms of graphs. If (I; .c) is an edge of Gkf then w,%f (r, s) E A rat((Z*)). Hence wM (r, s) 
is th,: first component of the solution of a proper finite linear system Y,, = P,, + R,, Yr,. 
Hence corresponding to this system there exists a finite graph GR,, with initial 
vertex q[; and a set of Cinal vertices F,s. The essentials in the construction of Gtf, 
from G.,, are that each edge (r. s 1 with wM (r, s) # 0 is deleted in G,sf and replaced 
by edges (r, 4:;) with IV ,f,(r, 4;:) = F, the edges of GR,, with WM,( p, q) = WR,, tp, q) 
and edges (q, s ), q E F,,, with w&q, s) = (I% 12. 
Theorem 3. Let 1’ =: P + h4Y be u cycle-free linear systm with mique sobion S, 
whett’ M E cAra’((2*})):‘x P SE (A((E*)))? 
Ti*en there zxlsts a cyilelfree infinite linecar system 2 = PI + MI2 with unique 
solution T, where Ml = (n/i,, F)F +xKEE {Ml, x)x E (A((~*}))‘;vxN, PI, T E (A((I*)))‘;$““, 
sr~ch that the first romporient of T equals the first component of S. 
Proof. Let II 1 =o<I?()<cIl*<* * * be a sequence of nonnegative integers, such that 
the blocks M(i, j1 of M in Jacobi form are of dimension (n, - nj 1 I X (nj - tZj - 1). The 
entrit‘s of M(i, j) are denoted by MIS, 11~ 1s r < n,, n; ._I d s < ni, i, j 3 0. 
Since M,,, E Ar”r((~*)), there exist by Theorem 11.1.4 of Saiomaa, Soittola [83 
proper (finite, linear systems Yr5 = P,, -t R., k’,,, R,, x- xxEx (R rv x Lr E (A((ZiJL)))“‘r5X’nr5, 
t’,, = (P,,, F )F E cA((,v*)))“‘- ” with unique solution S,, E tP ((E*)))“lr~‘l, whose first 
component equals M,,. 
WC r\ow give the construction of IV&, PI and T. 
Let I,, = ~~~~_, S:_,,‘,_, mrs, i, j 20 and iet Ai, E (A((Z*))?‘i““ll be the matrix with 
blocks 
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R tl~_lflj-l l ** ** ’ l 
. l . 
p”‘........ 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
. . 
: l . 
. . 
0. . . . 
. 0. l . . . \ 
. . - . . l * l *. 
;.* . ...*. l; . . . . . . . 
. I 
: 
. 
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . 
ii’ Wh,; 
l 
. 
. . . 6 . . 
. . 
I 
*a 
. 
Let Vii E (A((2Z”))) ii~X(“i-n~-l) be the matrix with blocks 
/ 
Vii = 
i 
P n~-l”j__, ******** 0 
: 0. l . 
: 
; . . . . . . . . . 
. 
“‘..k,_:., 1 
. . 
P&I.,_, . . . . . . . . . i, 
\ 
: *. . 0. . 
d .. . . ..::-+,,,_y / , _, 
Let Eii E (A((Z*)))'"~-"t .i'x'ii be the matrix with blocks 
. . . . . . . . . e m, ,_,,,,-I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. ‘0. 
? . . . . . . . *. . . . l . ..*.O 
: “.* . : 
l a. . . . 
where ek = (e, 0, . . . , 0) is of dimension 1 xk. 
W, (i, j) of dimension (~1, - 11, - I + I,8 + I,, + 1 f 
lollowing form : 
Then M, in Jacobi form has blocks 
/,+li)X(ni-~~;- l+fij+l,,tl+lj+~,) of the 
’ 0 E,, Ewt 
i 
vii Aii 0 
Mi(i,ijz 0 0 Ai,+ 
The column vector -PI has blocks F+(i) caf dimension (cz, - II, 1 + I,, + I,, t 1 + 1, + l1 ) x 1 
of the form 
, P(i)’ 
0 
P,(i) = o I i . ’ 0 
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Let Bij c (A((Z*)))tm~x’ be the column vector wit’3 blocks 
where Sk is the kth component of S. 
Then T has blocks of dimension (TV, -ii- 1 d,, + /ii+* + li+li) >( 1 of the following 
form: 
T(i) =: 
We first show that (Ml, e) is nilpotent. Let MO= (M, E)E. 
We claim that for rt 3 1 
We note that E, Vi, =Mg’(i,j)and that M$)‘(i,i)=I~,lkf~‘(i,j)=O, i#j. 
The proof is by {nduction on n and is omitted. The form of (Mi2”’ (i, j>, E) proves 
that Q&f,, F ) is nilpotent. 
Since the first component of S,, equals MS, the matrix equation 
is easily proven. 
Since S,, = P,s + R,&, again the matrix equation 
is easily proven. 
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VVe now prove that T is solution of 2 = PI +MJ, i.e. we prove 
i+ 1 
T(i) = P*(i) + c Ml(i, j)T(j), 
j-i-1 
l’,iS(i) + A,iR,i 
= 
C’t + IS’(i) +A,-+ liBi4 Ii 
! M(i, i - 1)S;r’ - = I)+M(i,i)S(i)+M(i,i+l)S(i+lI+Pfi)’ B 6, 
B 1 
= T(i). 7 
\ 
;I + 1
I+ 11 
We give an intuit& description of the construction of M in the next theorem 
in terms of graphs. 
Since s E A’“‘((E~}) there exists a proper finite linear s;!ct~‘m 2 -z R -+- QZ. 0 = 
-’ \ Ll-- I U?. xt)x,, whose solution has first component s. 
The essentials in the construction of GXlr from Gv and &. 1 5. c :-- r, arc‘ that 
each edge ii, j> of Go is deleted in Go and replaced by edges ,i, q:,) with ~1.~ Ii, q:) 1 = 
(Q,,, xl IF, the edges of Gar, with ~9.~~ ( v, q) = y\f, ( p, q ) and cdpes ((I, i,, q E Ft. 
with wdq, i) = @‘,Jz, where cl,‘, is initial vertex of G.,,, ancl F, is the set of final 
vertices of G,lll. 
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Proof. Lei the blocks MAi, jl, i, 1 ’2 0, of MT, in Jacobi form have dimensions n : x n f 
such that P, has blocks P,(i) of dimension n:, i 3’3, with P,(i) =I 0 for i >O. 
Let by Theorem 11.1.4 of Salomaa, Soittola 
f [ '12 = R + QZ be a finite proper 
linear system, 
f 
Q = i (Q, x~)x~ E (A’“‘((1C~)))“““, ‘,. 
r=l 
1 
R = (R, t+ E (Ara’((2Z~)))mY*, d 
with unique solution S E (A’“‘((CT j))‘nx’, whose f&t component equals s. 
We now give the construction of &f, P and T. 
Let Eji = (Qii, x,)e, of dimension 1 x nb and let 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E;, a. . . . . . . EL 
: . : . 
: . . 
, . . . . . . . EL” ,... . . . . . E’:,, l *.* . . ..E~. 
of dimension 1~ x nt (&-. l 9 + a(, I. Let 
’ P’(O). . . .I . . ..() 
. 9. 
. l . 
l . 
: 
. . 
. 0. 
0. 
. 
0 . . . . . . . ..pJ) 
. . 
. . 
p,:(o, . . . . .l . . . . ; . l . . . l . 
l . . 
x .. . . ..:::: pj”
1 \ 
1 / 
of dimension ~PZ(I~ ;‘, + l - - + n b 1 x 1~. 
Then M is defined by its blocks as follows: 
A&O, 0) = 0 of dimension nz x 111, 
l (1, 0) = L’, 
:’ 
,%f,(i -l,j-I).. . . . . . . . () . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘1 
: l * . . . l . . . . ’ . . . 
. ‘. 
0 . . . . . . . . . ,cj,+i,j- 1) . . . . . . . . ..., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;, . . l . . . . ‘. . . -, . 
. . . 
\ : 
’ . 
;, . . . . . . . 
. 
() . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
\ 
. ..‘$j,&+-1p.- . . . . . . 0 
. . . l * . . . l . . . -. . . 
;. .., . . . . . . . . . . ..b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l ..; . . . . . . ..:l’kr(i- i,j_ 
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of dimension m(& +e l •+n~-l)~m(nj_~ +* l *+I&), i, jai. P is given by its 
blocks p(Oj = R and P(i) = 0, i z 0. T is given by its blocks T(0) =a(S) and 
T(i) = 
IS& - l)o(s’)’ 
. 
. 
w 
Sl(i - l)a(s”) 
. 
. 
. 
S,(i - l)a(s ‘) 
. 
* 
. 
, S,(i - l)cr(s”) 
where si is the jth component of S, 1 pi s m, and s* = s. 
We first show that MO = (M, s)e is nilpotent. Mr”+‘)(O, 1) = (Elf)‘% and 
fWf”+*’ (1,0) = V(EV)“, rt 3 0, while all other blocks are 0. 
Let pI be the first component of P,(O), 1 s t 6 r, and define pw ==p,, . . . p,” if 
W = Xi, . s . Xi” E 2Cr. 
Then we claim 
(EV)” = c (Q”, w >pw* 
[wl=n 
Since EV = c:=, (0, xt)pI the cIaim is true for n = 1. Now 
I 
(EV)n+l = @, (Q, XJP’)( ,k&,l (Q”, WIP,) = c cc?“+‘9 4Pw. 
5 Iwl=n+l 
‘fs&A(Z’r>,then(s,,E)=OandM:= 0. If s E A (X f >, then there exists a n 2 0 such 
that Q” = 0. This implies (EV)” = 0 and Mi”+’ = 0. 
We now prove that T is solution of 2 = Pi MZ. 
(i) MN, liT(l)+P(O)=ET(l)+R 
= 
m 
i 
ic 
r-l k-l 
i f 
r = 1 k _= 1 
i( 
(Q rnkg 
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(ii, M(1, Q)T(O)+M(l. l)T(l)+M(l, 2)T(2)+01) 
= vT(O)+M(l, l)T(l)+M(l, 2)T(2) 
PdOb(S 9 
i ii 
MdO, o~s1uMs') ’ M@, m(l)ds’) . . . _, . + . 
P,(O)&") h + . Mm, &(O)ao”) I . fwo, l)Sr(lb(s”) 1 
= = T(1). 
(iii) Af(i, i - l)T(i - 1) +M(i, i)T(i)+M(i, i + l)T(i + 1) = T(i), i 2 2, is shown 
in the same w;?y. Cl 
Theorem 5. Let Yi = Pi +MiI: be a cycle-free infinite linear system with unique 
sdutiotl Si, whose first component is si, where Mi E (A((2C*)))~xN, Pi Si E (A((X*)))““‘, 
i = 1,2. 
Then there exists a cycle-free infinite linear system 2 = P + MZ with unique solution 
7’1 whex M E (A((.E*)}):xb, P, T E (A((Z*)))N”, such that the first component of T 
equals s I$- s2. 
Proof. We define for i, j a 0 
0 e 1 l 
M(i, i) = l 0 Ml(i, i) 0 i , 
0 0 Af&(i, i) 
We first show that [isI, F) is nilpotent. It is easily proved by induction that 
e!M:” +(i, i) e?MT-*‘(i, i) 
My’ (i, i) 0 , 
0 MY, (i, i) 
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Myi, j) = ! 0  M:“‘(i,j) 0 0 Cl fori#j. 
0 0 M:“‘(i, j) 1 
Hence (n-l,, E), (I&, E) nilpotent implies (M, E) nilpotent. 
Next we show that T is solution of 2 = P +MZ. 
P(i)+ x M(i, k)T(k I +M(i, i)TW 
k=i- l.i+l Mdi, i)&(i) I = ;“(i ). ‘?I 
Mz(i, i&(i) J 
Although Theorem 5 is a special case of Theorem 4, we need the construction 
of M m Theorem 5 to prove Lemma 7. 
Let 12~ > I) for i 20, let M be an infinite row- and column finite matrix /U 
partrtioned into blocks M(i, j) of dimension II, x rzi and let P be an infinite column 
vector partitioned into blocks P(i) of dimension Iii x 1. 
Analogous to Kuich, Walk [7], M or P, respectively are called ld~x%t~~chastic 
of type (H,), *(), iff there exist UZ,, E A({X*)) orpi E A((Z‘*N, respectively, with A&i, jlp, =: 
HlljRr or P(i) = p,g,, respectively. 
The collect;on of blockstochastic matrices of the same type is a semiring and the 
mapping (T from this semiring into the semiring (A((I*))$“‘. dctined by (CM ),, = M,.. 
i, j 2 0, is a homomorphism. 
F’urthermore rr(MP) = (mll)(~P~, if :$I and P ax blockstochastic of the same 
type, and bP), = p,. 
An infinite linear system 1’ = P + Ml’ is called blockstochastic of t>‘pe (II, ), .(). iti 
M and P are blockstochastic of type (H, ), + 
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Let Ad E (A'a'((X*)))~xN be in Jacobi form with blocks M(i, j) E (Arat((E*)))nxn such 
that 
M(O,O) = I?, M(0, 1) = c, 
M(i,i-l)=D. M(i,i)=B, M(i,i-l)=C, i>O, 
M(i,j)==O, Ii-jl>l, i,jaO. 
Then we denote M by Jac, (f3, C, D). The collection of all matrices Jac,, (B, C, D), 
n * 1, as defined above is denoted by 
(A ‘“‘((E *}),;;;“,, . 
A matrix Jac,, U?, C, D) E (Arat((S*)})qu’ RC)C, is called regulated iff ((B, P )x + (c, E))’ + 
(D, e )i)+E (A((x, y. z j*)lnxn. 
Let M E (ArRt((2*)))>“’ be in Jacobi form with blocks MUI, 0)~ (Arat((E*})f‘uk, 
M(0, 1)~ (A’“‘((X*)))““, M(?, ~)E(A’~~((Y)))“~~, M(i,jlE (Arat((~*)})fl~“, i,@ 1, 
such that 
M(O.0) = Bo, M(0, 1) = c-0. 
M(l,O)=D,), MU, l)=S, M(1,2‘1=C, 
M(c’.i-l)=D, M(i,i)=B, M(i,i+l)=C, h-1, 
M(i,j)=O, ii-ji>l, i,j2[). 
Then we denote M by Jack.n (Bo, Co, Do; B, C, D). The collection of all matrices 
Jack.,&, CO. DO: B, C, D), k, II 3 1, as defined above is denoted by (A’“‘((2*}})~~~_. 
For the use of the notation ROCL and OCL see Berstel [ 1, Chapter VII.4]. 
The collections of power series Ar”“((E*)) and AOcL((zT*)) are defined as follows: 
14 power series r E A ((E*)) is in A rc’ri ((E*)} or Aoc’~(~*)), respectively, iff it is the 
first component of the solution of a cycle-free linear system Y = P +Mh , such that 
P = cP, P IF, P(O) has dimension n x 1 or k x 1, respectively, P(i) = 0, i > 0, and 
bf = Jac,, (B, c, D) regulated or A4 = Jack.,, (&, co, Do; B, C’, D), respectively, for 
some k, II 2 1, Bo, C,,, DC,, B, C, D. 
If A is a positive commutative semiring, the extra assumption that M is regulated 
in case of A ““‘((Z *)) is not necessary, since it is implied by the assurnptlon that 
tJac,,(B, C, DI, F 1 1s nilpotent. 
Theorem 7. A powr scritv s is in A ““‘({Y)) ifjF thepe exists a cycle-free irzfirzite hear 
sys~rrr 1’ = R -+ 0 I’, R = (R, F )F, R (i ) = 0, i p 0, Q = Jack (R, C, D ) reghted, Q = 
(Q,Fk+L,*, (Q, .Y ).u, ctrtd s is the first cotnporlerlt (‘/‘its sohtiorl. 
Proof. B, detinition, s is the first componen: of a cycle-free infinite linear system 
Y=P+MY, P=(P,F)F, P(i)=O, DO, M=Jac,(B1,CI, D~)E(A’~‘((~,“)))~~~~_ 
regulated. 
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By Theorem 3 there exists a cycle-free infinite 
P1 = (PI, E)E, PI(i) = 0, i ~0, MI = Jack@, C, D), 
such that s is the first component of its solution. 
We have to show that Ml is regulated. 
In the notation of Theorem 3, let 
i 
0 
Ro=(B,&)X+(C,&)y+(D,E)f= 
voox 
VOlY 
Vlfl 
linear system Yi = Pr +Mi Yt. 
M1=(MI,E)E+CfEr(M1,x)X. 
Eoox EON El02 \ 
0 0 01 
0 0 oi’ 
0 0 0 I 
with EooVoo = (BI, E)E, Eel VOW = (Cl, E)F, EloVlo = (Dl, e)e, and Ri = 
(Bl, F)X2+(C1, E)X_Y +(D1, &)2X. 
We claim that 
R$’ = 
i 
R; 0 0 0 
0 _xVooR 1 ” -lEoox xVooR;-‘&x xV~~R;‘-‘E:~Z 
0 yVolR;-‘Eoox yVolR;-*Eolx yVolR;-‘Elrrz 
0 xV~~R;-‘&..K x&,,R.~ “-‘Eolx xV,~R;--~E~~~ 
The proof is by induction on n and is omitted. 
i 
. ?2 al. 
Hence Ri E (A((x, y, r}*)jkvk and Jack@& c, D‘I is regulated. With 0 = icfr and 
R = P1 the theorem is proven. c 
Theorem 8. A power series s is irt A”“((Z*)) ifl there csists a cyck-fve infwite hrtwr 
system Y = R + dY, R = (R, &, R(i) = 0, i > 0, 0 = xreE (0, sh E (Ara’((X*))I?c> 
quasiregular, and s is he first comporrertt of its solutiort. 
Proof. By Theorem 3 we may assume that s is the first component of the solution 
of a cycle-free infinite linear system Y = P, + MI Y, PI = (PI, F IF columnfinite, 
K = (AM,, .f k +C& 
NXN (M,, x)x E (A”“((2‘*)))OCL. 
Let R = (IF + (MI, &PI and 
Q = (IF +(M,, F,‘) E (A’“‘((Z‘“)N:;; 
and choose the partition of Q and R into blocks m a manner such that 0 = 
Jac,,(&, Co, &; R, C, Dj and R(i) = 0 for i :, 0. 
‘Then by Corollary 2, s is the tirst component of the solution of the cycle-free 
infinite linear system k’ = R + QY. 0 
The difference in the form of the matrix Q in Theorem 7 and Theorem 8 is due 
to the fact that Jac,(&, Cl, DI)Jx,(&, Cz, II,) is not necessarily in (A’“‘((S*))&& . 
According to Salomaa, Soittola [8, p. “771, a regulated transduction T : A((Sf )) + 
A((Xf )> is called rvglr /a ted ratiorm1 transdtcctiors iff TS = (s, F jr0 + 
1’ \’ u 14 F \ t is, \\‘)(p~‘jf, where r,,~ ,4’“‘({2~)) and p :I: + ~~4’of(i~~~}!““P”. 
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According to Salomaa, Soittola [8, p. 801, a family of series S is called a regulated 
rational cone (respectively rational cone) iff for every pair (Cl, r) of S and every 
regulated rational (respectively rational) transduction T: A(@:)) + A((ZT)) the pair 
(&, 7~) belongs to S. 
A family of series S is called a regulated abstract family of power series (respectively 
full abstract family of power series), abbreviated AF’, iff S is a regulated rational 
cone (respectively rational cone) containing (X,0), (C, e) and for all pairs (Cl, Q) 
and (X2, t2) of S, the pairs (Ct u &, II+ rz), (2, u&, rl l rz), and if rl is quasiregular, 
the pair (X1, rl) belong to S. 
Cones and abstract families of power series are called pri’ncipal iff they are 
generated by a single pair (X, r). 
Lemma 6. Let r E A”‘((l$), s EA”“((~~)) and T :A((~~))~A((2$)) be a regulated 
rational transduction. 
Thert ?r E A ‘OL“E(X~ )) aud TS E A”“((Cg )). 
Proof. We use the construction of A& and PI in Theorem 2. In case r E Arocl{(Z f )) 
we have to show that A& is regulated. In the notation of Theorem 2 let M = 
Jac&&, C,, D,) be regulated and A& = Jack,,,@, C, D). Let 
R, = @I, 4!? )x+ (C,, ElY + (D,, E k, 
R~=(ccSI,P)S+(ILr~,P)y+(Ic~*,c;z 
and 
1 0 (s, E WO, E J-r w 
0 i 0 . Ro=(B,F))S+(C,P)~+(D*P)Z = 0 ! 10 0 RJ 
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Hence 
R: E (A&, y, ~1”))~“~ 
implies 
R2+ E Mb, Y, d*))kmxkm, 
which impks 
R; E (A((x, y, z)*))‘~“” 2)x(km+2’. •l 
Lemma 7. Let t 1 E A roc’((iS T )), ~2 E A roc’((2C f }). 
Then rl + ~2 E A’““(((& u Z,)*)). 
Proof. We USC the construction of M and P of Theorem 5 and have to show that 
kf is regulated. Kn the notation of Theorem S let M, = Jack,{&, C,, iI),) and 
M2 = Jac,,#?~, C2,&) be regulated and M = Jack, + k2+ ,(R, C, I> 1. Let 
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Lemma 8. Let rl E A"'((Ef )). r2 E A”“‘((Z,*)). 
?7henr~+r~~ndr~r~ureinA”‘(((~~uL;~)*))Ifr~ isquasiregltlarthenrt EA*~‘((E;~}). 
A”‘{(F)) is Q ratiunaliy closed semiring-. 
hoof. By constructions of M and P of Theorem 4. The power series 0 and E are 
in A"*(@?)) for each alphabet 6. B 
Theorem 9. Let s be the first component of the solution of Y = P + Jacl (b, c, d) Y, 
P(Q) = (P), P(i) = 0, i ~0. The family of power series (C, r), r EA’~~‘{(~*)), is a 
prirtcigai regulated rational cone closed under ctddition, called ROCLA. It is generated 
cia regulated rctional transductions 7 with T(P ) = 0 by ({b, c, d}, s). 
I” (r’, r) is a member of ROCLA, r is the first compon,ent of the solution of a 
cycle-free infinite linear system Y = P+MY, P= (P, E)F, P(i)=O, i >O, M = 
Jac,, (B, 6, D‘, for SOW )I a 1, M = (A4, c )e + xx EI; (Ad, x )x regulated. 
Proof. (i1 By Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, ROCLA is a regulated cone closed under 
addition. 
(ii) According to Theorem 7 it is sufficient to show that for any r, which is the 
first component of the solution of a system Y = P + MY given in Theorem 9, there 
exists a T with T(F ) = 0, such that r = 7s. 
Let E, = (6, c, d) and define t : A((ZT }) -, A(@“)) to be the regulated t ational 
transduction TS = e SHil: (s, w)(~Iv)~ with 
rb=(; ‘::“). w=(; ;), pd=(; ;) 
(II + 1) x III + 1) matrices. Since M is regulated, the transduction T is regulated by 
Lemma 3. Corollary 5 implies that TS equals the first component of the solution of 
YI= P~-tJac,~*(~lb,~tc,~cd)Y,, fW) =f, P,(i) = 0, i > 0. 
It is easy to show that TS equals the first component of the solution of 
Dtzleting useless vertices yields that 7s is the tirst component of the solution of 
1’ = P-t&W’. 
Hence s is a generator of ROCLA. !Z 
Theorem 10. Let s be the first component of the solutiorz of Y = 
P+Ja~l,~(b~,cl,dl; b,c,d)Y, P(O)=(f), P(i)=O, DO. The family uf power series 
(1, r), I E A“C’(:X*)), is a principal regulated AFP, caIled OCLA. it is generated tin 
replated ratiorlal tra?zsdwtiorzs 7 with T(F) = 0 by ({hl, cl, (11, f7, c, d), s). 
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If (S, r) is a member of OCLA, r is the first component of the solution’of a cycle-free 
infinite . linew system Y=P+MY, P=(P,&, P(i)=& i>O, M= 
Jac,&?1, Cl, DI; I?, C, D) for some n, t 3 1, M = C, E r (M, x)x quasiregular. 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 6 and Lemma 8, OCLA is a regulated AFP. 
(ii) According to Theorem 8 it is sufficient o show that for any r, which is the 
first component of the solution of a system Y = P +MY given in Theorem 10, 
there exists a T with T(E) = 0, such that r = W. 
liet C1 = (6 1, cl, dl, 6, c, d) and k = max{n, I). 
Define T : A({CT)) 3 A((S*)) to be the regulated rational transduction 7s = 
e CWEx~ (s, w)(ihw)f, where ew is of dimension (k + 1) x (k + 1) and is given by: 
(i) iP n < t then 
c-2 0 
PC1 = ( ) c2 = G 0 0’ ( > 0 
/.Lci, = 
D2 0 ( ) 0 0' D2=Uh,Ol 
pb = 
(ii) if rl :,I then 
pi, = 
B 0 
9 B_e o o/ 
( 1 
(iii) if n = t then 
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&(i, i) = Ie, i > 0, and &(i, j) = 0, i # j, TS equals the first component of the solution 
of Yl= Pz + Mz Y1, where 
(i) if n et, 
A4 = Jap,,.k+l( (: 3, pa, &I; 14 PC, 4) and 
P(O) 
0 
pzc.z ; 11 0 E 
(ii) if at z3 t, 
Ab=Jack+l.k+l N” “1 0’0 ,pc~,dwb,w,d ) and Pz= 
Deleting useless vertices yields that TS is the first component of the solution of 
Y=P+MY. 
Hence s is a generator of OCLA. Cl 
Example 1. Let Y = Jac@, c, d) Y + P, such that the first component of P equals 
F and all other components are equal to 0. Let 
and w = (I; &)b*+EWEr c (t, w)(~w)~z, where r EA((~*)), C = {c, d}, 21 =Z: u(b), 
and bs = e +b’. 
Let s be the first component of the solution of the above system. 
Then by Theorem 2 IS is the first component of the solution of Y = 
PI +- Jacd(B, C, D) Y, where 
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Now apply Theorem 3 with 
Ro1= v-9, PO1 = (d, Ro2 = 0, PO2 = (E 19 
R37 = 
0 c\ 
R27 = ( ) 0 b’ &3 =R,3= 
P28 =R38=R,j=Rs3= R,s = 0, prs = 0, otherwise 
O~r~3,O~s~7and4~r~7,O~s~3,andletMl(i,i)=M1(O,O),Ml(i,i+l)= 
M$(O, l), P&(i+ 1, i)=Ml(l, 0), i,jaO. 
Then the first component of the solution of Y = PI +A41 Y equals TS. Computing 
(IE + 94, 45 )‘I Cxp& (Ml, x)x and deleting useless vertices lields that TS equals the 
first component of the solution of 
k-1 = p2 +JWi,z(&, cl, &; B, c, D)&, 
where 
P2(i) = 0, i > 0, 
IO 
i 
b b c 0 o1 
0 ho00 0 
I OOhcOO B,= OOO~Od \o 0 0 0 I) d 
\ 0 0 0 0 c b 
iJ* ( *o 0 0 0 0 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) A’ 
,:o o\ 
0 0 
0 0 
Cl 
= 
5 i 
c 0 
c 0 
0 0 
R= 
b n 
( ) c b ’
c 0 
c=. o’ ( ) I)== 0 0 ( 1 0 d ’ 
Since the sum of the second and third component of the soluticn equals the first 
component, 7s equals the$irst component of t!le solution of 
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where 
and 
“ E 
P,(O) = 
0 
0 
Bz=[;‘; 0 
9 Pa(i)=O, i >O, 
!;) cz= [ 
c 0 
9 
0 6 0 
) 
c 0’ 
D2= 
We now rearrange rows and columns simultaneously by the following mapping: 
O-0, l-2, 34, 2i+2i+l, 2i+3+2i+2, ial. 
The resulting system Y3 = fs +MY3 is blockstochastic with type no = 2, n I= 3, 
n, = 2, i 3 2, and the blocks of M are as follows: 
M(O,O)=M(i,i)= ia2, M(1, 1) = 
c 0 0 M(o*l~=(o c ,), M(l,O)= (; ;), ,,,,2,=i ;I, 
i 3 2, A&i, j) = 0 otherwise. 
Hence by Theorem 6, 7s equals the first component of the solution of Y4 = 
P + Jac& c, d) Y4. 
Example 2. Let E = {xl, x2, x3) and let Ml, Mz, Mj be given by 
0 dl MdW=(o o , ) 
Let 
Ml(i, j) = Ms(i, j) = 0 otherwise, Mz = Jaq(b, c, d). 
P,(O~=P,(O)=(I)), P*(OI=k). 
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Let s2 be: the first component of the solution of Y = & + A42 Y and $1 = c 1, ~3 = dl, 
and a(~) = cl, U(Q) = ~2, a(x3j .y: dl. 
Now apply Theorem 4, delete useless vertices and reduce the blockstochastic 
system by Theorem 6. 
Then c&l is the first component of the solution of 
Y = P + Jac3.1(Bo, CO, DO; b, c, db Y, 
In a second step let C = {x1, x2) and let MI, A& be given by 
0 bl mw, 0) = o o ( ) P,(O) = 0 ¶ 0 E ’ 
mu, i) = 0, P&3 = 0 otherwise, 
M2 = Jac3,1(Bo, Cn, DO; b, c, d) and PZ = P. 
Let Q = (XI +-x2), R =(E), and s =E +(xi +.u$. Let s? be the first component of 
the solution of Y’ f= Pz + M2 1’ and s1 = bl, and let (T(.K,) = bl, cr(s>) = s:. 
Now apply Theorem 4, delete useless vertices and reduce the blockstochastic 
system by Theorem 6. Then P + (bl + sJ is the first component of the solution of 
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Proof. The lemma is true for n = 0, I. Since fW+’ = MM”, 
M(n+l)(o, 0) =BM”)(O, O)+CM’“‘(l, 0) 
= BM’“‘(0, o\ + 2 CAF(O, O)DM”2’(0, 0). 
tl+iz=n -1 
= DAP(j - I, O)+B c W’)(O, O)DAP( j - LO) 
il+i3=:n-l 
+c G M(Q’(O, O)DM”2’(0, O)DM”“(j - 1, 0) 
81+r2+83==n-Z 
+ nx2 -( c clW’(0, o)DMyo, 0) DM”3’(j - 1, 0) IS”0 tl+tl.=n- 2-13 1 
=DMyj- l,O)+ “i’ ( 2 CW ;’ ‘( 0, O)DfW”“(O, 0) 
1~=0 il+iz=n -Z-i3 
+BM tn-1-i7)(0, O))DM""(i- l,O)+BDM’“-“(j- 1, 0) 
+ BDM’” --“(j - I,@ L 
= i M’” -‘7’ (0, O)DM”“(j - LO) 
,, -0 
= x ,$f”“(O, o)DM”-“( j - 1, O), j > 0. !I2 
r,‘,‘:‘! 
Lemma 10. Let M = Jac,( B, C, D) for some I 2 1 iv regulated. Let So = 0, Sk+ 1 = 
CSJWn +SS, +IF, k 200. 
Therl link,, Sk exists. 
koof. WC define the operator P,,, m ;;3: 0, as follows: 
Let Fk, k 3 0, be a product of k factors B, C or D, Fr, = 1~. Then P,,(Fk) = 0 if 
k > nl and P,, (Fk ) = Fk if k s m As usual we extend P,,, to sums. 
We claim Pk(S k + I) = C:=,, M"'(0, 0~ k -3 0, and show it by induction on k. 
{iI Since S1 = IF, M’O’(O, 0) = IF, s2 =IF +B+R2+CD,M’1)(0,0)=B, theclaim 
is true for k = 0, 1. 
(ii B Assume & (Sk + l) = Cf=, M”‘IO, 01, k 2 0. Then 
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= Pk+l(C~k(Sk+l)DPk(S&+l))+ BPk(Sk+l)+IE 
=Pk+l( c i M”‘(O,O)D ; Iwo, 0)) 
i=O j=O 
k -- 1 
= c c CM”‘(0, OXM”’ (0,O) + ; BM”‘(0, )+ If 
I=0 i+k=l l=O 
k-l k+l 
= c ~(l+*)(o, 0) + IS + IE = 1 M"'(0, 0) by Lemma 9. 
I=0 I=0 
Since M is regulated there exists a n 2 1 such that ((B, F)X +(C, e)y +(B, f)z)” = 
0. Let iMU = Bx -t- Cy +Dr E (A((~*)))‘“‘(({x, y, z)*)) and let 
Then our next claim is Rk (A,,. ) = 0 for all tt with ]w I* (k + 1 )IL The claim is true 
for k = 0. Since 
the induction step is easily proven. 
Since each product with rot factors B, C or D IS a coefficient of a word w with 
\w ( = uz this implies & (& + 1 ),, + 1 ) = 0 for 1 --I), k -z 0. Our last claim is that 
R,(S rk + lJ., J = Rk(Sik + ,),J for all 130, k HO. 
Hence lim, +;\‘ Sk exists. __ i‘l 
Proof. By Lemma 10 the algebraic system 2 = CZDZ + RZ + IF has a strong 
:;oluti0n, i LT. the algebraic system has at least one solution T t W,(?!)I”‘. Let now 
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T be any solution of the algebraic system. Then we show that S with S(0) = TP(O), 
S(i) = (TD)‘S(O), i a 1, is the unique solution of Y = P+ Jac,(B, C, O)Y. 
(i) M(O) + CS( 1) + P(0) = BP(O) + cTDTP(O) + P(O) 
= (1~ + BT + ClDT)P(O) = TP(0) = S(0). 
(ii) DS(i-l)+BS(i)+CS(I+l) 
= (I& + BT + CTVT)D( 7D)i-‘S(0) 
= TD(TD)‘-‘S(O)=S(i), i 2 1. El 
Example 3. Let X = (c, d), P(0) = Q, P(i) = 0, i 2 1. 
Then Y = P + 3acIf0, c, d) Y has a unique solution whose first component s equals 
by Theorem 12 the unique solution of the algebraic system z = czdz + E, (s, E ) = 1 
(see Satz 2 of Kuich 161). 
Hence s is the characteristic series of the restricted Dyck language D;*, which 
is a cone generator of the cone Rocl and a full AFL generator of the full AFL Ocl 
(see Berstel [ 1, p. 35 and Chapter VII.41) in the case A = 8, where B = (0, 1) is the 
Boolean semiring. 
Theorem 13, Let Y = P + MY be a cycle-free infinite linear system, P = (P, e )E with 
blocks P(0) of dirrrensiotl r x 1 and P(i) - 0 of dimension t x 1, i > 0, M = 
JacJB,,, Co, Do; B, C, D) with M = xlEr (M, x )x. Let S be the lutique solution of 
this system, where S has blocks S(O) of dimension r x 1 und S(i) of dimension t x 1, 
00. 
TIterr S(O) = T,P(O), S( 1) = TJI&O), S(i) = (TJl)‘-‘S( l), i 3 2, where 
is a sohrtiort of the algebraic system 
2, = ci&Dz, +- BZ, +IF 
a4 Zor 2, are r x r and t >I: t-matrices of tlariahles, respecticely. 
Proof. Since B,,, C,,, D,,, B, C, D are quasiregular; the algebraic system has a 
strong solution by SatL 2 of Kuich [6], i.e. the algebraic system has at least one 
solution. 
Let To, T1 be avy solution of the algebraic system. Then we show that S is the 
unique solution of the infinite linear system. 
(i, B&O) + C&( 1) + P(O) = BoT,,P(O) + C&D&JVO! +P(O) 
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(ii) I&S(O) + BS( 1) + CS(2) 
= &S(O) + BT&S(O) + CTIDTJI&(O) 
= (I& + BT: + CTIDT~)&S(O) 
= T&S(G, = S( I) 
(iii) DS(i-l)+BS(i)+CS(i+l) 
= D(TtD)i-2S(I) + B(TID)‘-‘S(1) + C(T,D)!S( 1) 
= (I& + BT1 + CTIDT1)D( TlD)‘-‘S( 1) 
= (T$)‘-‘S(1) = S(i), i 2 2. 0 
Corollary 6. The regulated rational cone ROCLA is the collection of afl pairs (E, r), 
such that (r, T) is a solution of an algebraic system 
2 =eZP, Z=CZDZ+BZ+Ic, 
where 
B=(B,&-+ C (B,h)x, C = (C, C)F + c (c, X)X, 
XEiE XES 
D = (D, F)E + c (D, x)x E (A((C*)))“‘“, 
XEZ 
Jac, (B, C, 0) regulated and P = (P, F )E. 
Proof. By Theorem 12 and Theorem 9. 0 
Corollary 7. TIze regulated AFP OCLA is the collectiorz of all pairs (E, r), such that 
(r, To, T1) is cr~solution of an algebraic system 
Proof. By Theorem 13 and Theorem 10. F 
Tkorem 14. Aroc’((2*)) c .*c*((~*)) c Ascm’-a’K((E*}~. 
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Proof. A”‘((X*)) 6 ASemi-“’ ((2 *)) follows from Theorem 13, A roc’((X *)) c Aoc’((X * )) 
is implied by the definition. Cl 
We now turn to language theory and specialize A to be the Boolean semiring 
B = (0, 1). Let Rocl and Ocl be those families of languages that consist of the 
supports of power series of ROCb and OCL, respectively. Then Rocl is closed 
under union and hence Roe1 is a semi-AFL containing the language {e} and Ocl 
is an AFL containing {E). 
Since the family of one-counter languages is uniformly erasable by Ginsburg, 
Goldstine, Greibach [3], Rocl is the principal rational cone generated by 0’;” and 
Ocl is the principal full AFL generated by D;“. Hence we have proved 
Theorem 15. ROCLB is a principal rational cone and OCLB is CI principal full AFP. 
Both are generated by char@ ;* ). 
4. Final remarks 
Cycle-free infinite linear systems seem to be useful to give a foundation for a 
theory of non-algebraic power series. For this purpose we point out a connection 
between cycle-free infinite linear systems and ‘right-linear’ van Wijngaarden gram- 
mars that is similar to the correspondence between finite linear systems and 
right-linear grammars. 
For van Wijngaarden grammars we use the notation of Deussen [2]. 
We consider van Wijngaarden grammars with one metanotion M, with the 
alphabet of terminals C, the alphabet of metaterminals C u {*}, the metaproductions 
M + - 1 AN* and the set of hypernotions given by {(*‘+ ‘>, (M’*‘), (*‘x), (M’*‘x-) 10 d i s 
II, 1 f j c HI, x E E} for some finite n, m. (*) is the distinguished starting symbol. 
Example 4. Let 25 = {c, d} and le: the hyperrules in an adequate notation be 
i*)“c(**)ie, (M*)-v(M**)+d(M). 
This van Wijngaarden grammar corresponds to the system 
Y = P+Jac1(0,c,d)Y, P(O) = (e ), P(i)=O, iH. 
The nonterminals (*‘) correspond to the ith component of Y, i 2 1, c(**} + E 
corresponds to the first component of Jac,(O, c, d) Y + P, c{*~+‘) +d(*‘) corresponds 
the i + 1 -component of Jacl( 0, c, d) Y, since Pi + l = 0, 1 2 1. 
The van Wijngaarden grammar generat Fs the restricted Dyck language Di*. 
A similar construction is possible for all languages in Ocl. 
Example 5. Let C = (a, b, c) and let the hyperrules be 
(*) = a(***) i- (**c> 
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This van 
(**) = E 
(MM*) = (Mb)(MM**) + a(MM***i 
(MM**) = c(MM) 
(M*b) = b(Mb) 
(*b)=b 
Wijngaarden grammar corresponds to the system 
Y=P+QY, P(O) = (f), P(i)=O, i>o, 
i 
QU, i)=(i i), Q(i.i+l)=(; o”), i>O, 
Q(i,i-1)= 
0 0 
( ) 0 c,’ 
iZ4. 
The cycle-free infinite linear system Y = P + QY has the unique solution S with 
blocks 
.m 
c 
S(j)= n=ia 
n -- i 
b “C )’ 1 1 9 i20. ci 
LetL, ={~t~~(*‘)~w~~*},ib1.ThenL~~+~--{~” ‘b”c”)u ~j},L2,.2={c’},j~0, 
i.e. the ith component of the solution is the characteristic series of L, and the 
language generated by the van Wijngaarden grammar equals L 1 = {n “t,“c” 1 It 2 0). 
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